New Acquisitions

March 20, 2009 – April 24, 2009

Any of these new resources can be searched for within the UAMS Library Catalog [http://www.libcatalog.uams.edu/](http://www.libcatalog.uams.edu/)

INTERNET RESOURCES (Connect through UAMS online catalog [http://www.libcatalog.uams.edu/](http://www.libcatalog.uams.edu/))


Aboujaoude, Elias, 1971-


Ameringer, Carl F.

Aminoff, Michael J. (Michael Jeffrey).


Aydemir, Murat.
Barrett, Ron, 1963-

Bender, David A.

Benseler, J. S., 1954-


Blanc, Paul D., 1951-

Bosniak, Stephen L.

Brooks, George F.


Carter, Simon, 1960-

Chaiear, Naesinee.


Cole, Graham, 1934-


Kamienski, Mary.  


Kimball, Ann Marie.  


Koerner, JoEllen Goertz.  

Kovacs, George, MD.  

Kuppers, Petra.  

La Forgia, Gerard M. (Gerard Martin).  


Layman, Dale Pierre.  

Levitzky, Michael G.  

Livingston, Julie.  

Loevinsohn, Benjamin.  

McCabe, Linda L.  

McHugh, Tim.  

Mallory, Thomas H., 1939-.  

New acquisitions make their way into the collection by many routes: purchases are carried out with funds from our own budget or support from foundations or private persons. In keeping with longstanding tradition, the Städelscher Museums-Verein also buys works for the Städels. What is more: entirely in the spirit of Johann Friedrich Städel we are frequently the recipients of generous gifts from private persons and artists.
I loved working at New Acquisitions! They focus on personal growth and development, and are incredibly helpful in growing my skill set. They offer constant learning opportunities and a clear pathway to advancement. Cons. The current climate made it difficult to continue working. Share on Facebook. Share on Twitter. An acquisition is a corporate action in which one company purchases most or all of another company's shares to gain control of that company. The vision was that the new entity, AOL Time Warner, would become a dominant force in the news, publishing, music, entertainment, cable, and Internet industries. After the merger, AOL became the largest technology company in America. However, the joint phase lasted less than a decade. New Acquisitions utilizes the ability to provide free labor and entrepreneurial minded professionals within our client’s merchandising locations. This not only intensifies the partnerships for the clients, but also provides a friendly face to assist consumers and relate to them on a more personal level.